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Editorial on the Research Topic

Social movements and sustainable urban commons governance

Urban commons have recently received considerable attention as new institution of

collective action (Dellenbaugh et al., 2015), social innovation (Bianchi, 2020) as product

and incubator of social movements (De Angelis, 2017; Colding et al., 2021). Critical

urban scholars embrace urban commons as an alternative to neoliberal urban housing

strategies (Lamarca, 2015; Bruun, 2016; Nonini, 2017), infrastructure provisioning

(McFarlane and Desai, 2016) or the production of public space (Shareable, 2018). More

recently, scholars have started to explore the contribution of urban food commons

(Morrow, 2019) and urban green commons (Barthels et al., 2022) to urban sustainability.

However, beyond scholarly interest in such episodes, we lack an understanding of how

urban commons are sustained over longer periods of time, and how this process is shaped

by their governance embedded within multiple and multi-facetted relations to the state,

their urban surroundings and translocal networks with social movements.

The idea of sustainability is inherent in the concept of the commons, since it implies

an institutionalized process, a community that takes responsibility and a shared resource,

all of which are oriented toward their reproduction over time. Research in the line of

Ostrom has primarily focused on the internal organization of commons governance,

famously summarized by Ostrom in the eight principles of commons governance

(Ostrom, 1990). Originally, the concept was coined by Ostrom to study the governance of

natural resources in rural settings where communities would self-organize to guarantee

the self-sustainability of the local community, but she eventually broadened the concept

of the commons to include intangible and social resources (Hess and Ostrom, 2007).

“Urban commons” refers to resources and services that are essential for the exercise

of fundamental rights in cities (e.g., housing, health, water, energy, transportation,

education, etc.) and that are governed collectively in a way that transcends the clear-cut

public-private distinction (Kip et al., 2015). Urban contexts display a number of traits

that pose a challenge to sustainable urban commons governance: a larger array of actors

and a high degree of mobility of people and things, the experience of anonymity and
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socio-cultural heterogeneity, as well as the social production of

space with its overlapping and sometime contested uses (Kip

et al., 2015). Reflecting onOstrom’s Design Principles in the light

of an urban situation, Foster and Iaione (2020) have extended

these ideas to a contemporary urban context.

Scholars from a Marxist perspective broadened the

perspective on commons governance by conceptualizing the

commons as a system that regulates itself autonomously, yet

in ongoing exchange with its environment, often broadly

conceived of as “the state,” on the one side, and “the market,”

on the other (Caffentzis and Federici, 2014; Kratzwald, 2015;

De Angelis, 2017). While a real-existing interdependence has

been acknowledged, research from this perspective has tended

to emphasize the antagonistic character of the commons with

state and markets, and the risk of co-optation through buying

into state support (but see also Volont and Smets, 2022).

More recently, several critical scholars have taken an

alternative perspective on the state, by conceptualizing its

potential role as “enabling state” as Michel Bauwens and

collaborators (Bauwens and Niaros, 2017; Bauwens et al.,

2022) have coined it. Developing this idea further into a

political-strategic concept, scholars have proposed notions of

“public-commons-partnerships” (Milburn and Russell, 2018,

2019), “public-civic partnerships” (Horvat, 2019) or “public-

community-partnerships” (Chaves-Avila and Gallego-Bono,

2020) to reflect on how public administration and state

regulation could indeed enable commons initiatives, while at the

same time, holding commons also accountable to the broader,

public interest.

Studies along these lines have also studied and interacted

with practical examples, such as water remunicipalization in

Naples and elsewhere (Mattei, 2013; Carrozza and Fantini, 2016;

Popartan et al., 2020; Turri, 2022); civic assets management

programs in Barcelona (Pera and Bianchi, 2021); BIP/ZIP urban

regeneration programs in Lisbon (Patti, 2017); community land

trusts in England (Thompson, 2018) and elsewhere (Bunce,

2018). New Municipalism has been studied as an emergent

political program around the idea of expanding such public-

commons-partnerships as a governance paradigm for the city

(Thompson, 2021). The contributions to this edited collection

demonstrate that within these strategies there is a positive

engagement with the law, however, mixed with a careful

and ambivalent relationship about its danger to depoliticize

ongoing struggles.

Recent debates about the urban commons, have also

promoted a more differentiated idea about the commons’

environmental context, namely the urban conditions in their

socio-spatial and physical dimensions. Such studies (Stavrides,

2014, 2016; Dellenbaugh et al., 2015; Borch and Kornberger,

2016) have taken into consideration how urban conditions

affect the emergence and reproduction of urban commons.

Kip et al. (2015) emphasize three urban challenges to the

commons: the need for constant boundary negotiation of a fluid

community, particularly when the community understands itself

as open and inclusive; the need for a democratic institutional

regulation between multiple urban commons and the complex

relationships among a diversity of identities, mobilities, needs,

and abilities that commoners bring in; and conflicts arising

around the use and meaning of the shared resources based

on a difference in interest or perspective. Just how such

challenges and opportunities within the environments become

an aspect of urban commons governance warrant clarification

and empirical scrutiny.

These recent developments in the literature suggest

that the relational embedment warrants further study and

conceptualization. Specifically, the complex relations of urban

commons begs the question what kind of embedded governance

is needed to ensure their sustainability. This edited collection

brings together seven contributions addressing the questions

of sustainable urban commons governance. All contributions

are empirically grounded in case studies. Amacher et al.

compare the legal appropriations of territorialized commons

in Berlin and Santiago de Chile; taking the example of the

German “Mietshäuser Syndikat,” Hölzl studies the translocal

mobilization of housing commons; Müller and Köpper

examine the complex dynamics leading to sustainably governed

commons in Europe, comparing three cases in Germany, the

Netherlands, and France; Smets and Volont look at processes of

institutionalizing non-institutionalization in the case of Savings

and Credit Associations as a form of financial commoning in

India and the Netherlands; Zielke et al. reflect on lessons learnt

form a failed transdisciplinary project with urban commons

in Liverpool, England; Cermeño et al. study knowledge

practices of urban commons initiatives in the three German

cities Kassel, Stuttgart and Berlin; finally, Iaione et al. look at

participatory governance of culture and cultural heritage in

Naples. Taken together, these contributions provide a broad

understanding of how the embedded governance of urban

commons in Europe, and even beyond, can contribute to

their sustainment.

Based on the seven contributions to this edited collection, we

argue here that we need a broadening of our perspective from the

internal governance of commons toward an understanding of its

governance as embedded within broader governance processes.

This embeddedness is contingent, frictious, and contested and

highlights the relational character of the internal governance

and its interaction with other societal domains and institutional

processes outside of the commons. The perspective of frictious

and contested embeddedness fosters analytical sensibility for

the complex interplay between urban commons governance and

processes in the socio-institutional and physical context. On the

one hand, it raises attention to important enabling factors and

conditions of the urban environment for urban commons, and

on the other hand, to the contributions of urban commons to

their environment. We contend that critical assessments of the

achievements and pitfalls of urban commons need to take into
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account the multiple and multi-facetted embedments of urban

commons and their dynamic interactions

The contributions to this collection highlight and study

three key relations that urban commons develop toward their

“outside”: (1) the political-administrative state apparatus; (2)

the geographic surrounding or the neighborhood; and (3) the

social movements that have given rise to commons initiatives

and their embodiments in translocal networks of initiatives

with similar or complementary interests and outlooks. It is

with actors in these three spheres that urban commons develop

significant relations in terms of instrumental coordination,

strategic contestation, identity construction, or communicative

exchanges. These relations are by no means unilateral, as

the contributions to this edited collection demonstrate. In

the following part, we summarize the key finding of the

seven contributions to this edited article collection on how

urban commons governance is embedded within these (larger)

processes of the state apparatuses, the urban surroundings

and movements.

Relations with political
administrations and the law

The contributions by Amacher et al., Iaione et al., andMüller

and Köpper put specific emphasis on the relations between

urban commons initiatives, on the one hand, and political

administrations and the law (as a strategic resource), on the

other. In particular, Müller and Köpper find that the support

from (local) authorities plays a crucial role for the continuity

of urban commons. Iaione et al. equally stress the importance

of local authorities as enabler of urban commons initiatives

and point to the institutional and legal diversity necessary for

nurturing the partnerships behind urban commons. Their case

studies inNaples draw on the resolutions on the urban commons

of the City of Naples and show how the mechanism of “Civic

Uses” regulations preserves the public ownership of cultural

heritage sites by granting communities a non-exclusive right of

use to self-manage these spaces and to benefit economically from

them. Yet, the authors also observe signs of possible capture of

the community actor by private and public partners.

The strategic use of law to initiate and sustain urban

commons is also examined in the contribution of Amacher et al.

Their research finds that legal instruments, by setting in place

inhibitions for the commodification and privatization of the

appropriated land, can play an important role in mediating and

facilitating the relationship between urban commons and social

movements. Based on case studies of ExRotaprint in Berlin and

Conjunto Maestranza in Santiago de Chile, the authors discuss

the use of the law and point out both the ability to politicize the

question of urban land use and ownership and the associated

risk that using the law may render the issue for experts only. In

spite of innovative new approaches to the law for transformative

purposes, the authors conclude that legal tools do not replace

activist engagements and self-organization of the commoners.

The latter is even more relevant, since not only the law,

but also local authorities may operate against urban commons

initiatives. And even when supporting them, they might do so

for very different reasons. In the face of gentrification dynamics,

Müller and Köpper (p. 17), therefore, warn that “(v)ery often

urban politics use urban commons as a flagship for innovative

urban development and consequently instrumentalise them

without necessarily supporting them.” The decisive criteria of

political and legal support are whether civic use rights are

protected in the long-term and whether substantive financing

is provided to reduce the pressure for commodification within

the initiatives.

Local relations with the urban
surroundings

Territorial relations with the urban neighborhoods

surrounding the commons initiatives are scrutinized in three

contributions. Bracketing the challenge of gentrification, Müller

and Köpper find that urban commons can contribute to

sustainable governance, insofar as they achieve a permanent

impact on the quality, use or regulation of the built environment,

in the immediate neighborhood or even the whole city. This

impact may last even when the commons itself may disappear at

some point. Based on their research, they also claim that urban

commons are more likely to be sustainable when they are easily

accessible spaces (both on a physical and an organizational

level) engaging with the urban environment that allow new

commoners to participate. However, at the same time, their

research also suggests certain limits to growth as commons are

more resilient when striking the right balance between the scale

of the spatial resource and the size of the community.

Similarly, the piece by Smets and Volont highlights

the significance of (implicitly local) relationships of trust

as a counterweight to institutional arrangements mediated

by given rules. As the authors demonstrate, the success of

the growing movement of Savings and Credit Associations

over the past decade worldwide has not led to the growth

of these associations in size, but rather in number across

different localities.

Starting from the observation of pre-existing spatial

inequalities, Hölzl points to the powerful conditions that

construe localities and that cannot be unmade by a place-

making commons model alone. Likewise, research insights

by Zielke et al. render the authors skeptical about the

potential positive contribution of urban commons to their

direct urban environment. They consider the aspect of

class and socio-spatial inequalities as a “thorny issue” for

any commoning effort. To the extent that these social

cleavages are not acknowledged and addressed, commoning
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is criticized as a post-political approach that ultimately

reproduces inequality.

Translocal relations with movements
and networks of solidarity

Local and translocal networks of urban commons intersect

in important and sometimes mutually reinforcing ways, as the

contributions by Cermeño et al. and Hölzl emphasize in their

relational analyses. From such perspective, this edited collection

also shows that translocal exchanges, networks and movements

are important conditions for urban commons. Amacher et al.,

for example, observe a dialectic between commons initiatives

and broader social movement dynamics that can be mutually

beneficial. While, on the one hand, the appropriated territory

can be a material and symbolic resource for the movement, the

movement plays an important role as a source of motivation for

commoners’ engagements.

Hölzl research finds that it is a rather small groups of activists

that are crucial drivers of the diffusion of urban commoning

approaches. The author points out an inherent middle-class bias

within these knowledge transfers, at least within Europe. Müller

and Köpper’s case studies from the Northern European context

confirms the suspicion that organizers often have a high level

of education and count with the time and financial resources

available to commit to such initiatives. The class-bias in view of

sustaining commons is also illustrated by the relative privilege of

engaging in voluntary labor and committing to a “project in life”

as Cermeño et al. observe in the housing commons they studied.

Open and direct meetings remain key instruments for

commons learning and the strengthening of networks of

solidarity, as Hölzl finds. A special role is played by what she calls

“translocal support and solidarity networks” among activists

and commoners such as the German “Mietshäuser Syndikat”

(“rent houses union”) as a facilitator of urban development

elsewhere, for example by providing financial guarantees for

loans. Both contributions by Hölzl andMüller and Köpper argue

that translocal networking promotes knowledge transfer and an

impact of urban commons initiatives beyond their locality.

Discussion and conclusion

Urban commons inevitably consider their relations with

state apparatuses, urban surroundings and movements within

their governance. It is for this reason that we propose to speak of

a governance that is embedded within external relations which

may be, supportive, but also frictious or even contested. Based

on our analysis of the contributions to this edited collection,

we identify three ideal-type oppositions characterizing the

relationality of urban commons.

First, urban commons relations with political

administrations and the law may be collaborative and

enhancing or obstructive, if not repressive. Second, with regard

to the urban surrounding, urban commons may contribute to

a revitalization of neighborhoods but they may also deepen

inequalities and conflicts over space. Third, urban commons

can develop relations with social movement actors and other

commons initiatives in a way that, one the one side, may foster

the circulation and expansion of struggles, or on the other

side, may be characterized by exclusiveness and enclosure of

a resource.

To be sure, by taking these oppositions as ideal types we

do not only take into account that any situation finds itself

somewhere on a continuum between these opposites, but also

that it is shaped by the complexities and ambiguities that

these relations entail. The details in which these relations are

negotiated and dealt with can make all the difference for the

development and sustainability of urban commons—whether

they are repressed, co-opted or, indeed, publicly supported; and

whether they close themselves off vis-à-vis their surrounding

or other commons initiatives, or rather thrive off networks of

mutual support.

If these challenges are not met, urban commons either

dissolve or transform into exclusive clubs. Their connections

to movements and solidarity networks that gave rise to them

gets cut off and the possibility of mutually beneficial interactions

with their surrounding neighborhoods becomes undermined.

Several papers in this special issue present innovative, yet

never unambiguous, practices of urban commons initiatives in

relating to the state apparatus and the law, the surrounding

neighborhoods and movement actors. The authors highlight

the challenge yet also the promise of how urban commons

initiatives can become transformative agents within the city and

beyond. Future research therefore would do well to continue

this path and pay close empirical attention to the way in

which urban commons governance is embedded in relations

to state apparatuses, urban surroundings and movement

actors, and balances the tensions resulting from this multi-

facetted relationality.
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